Introduction
============

Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is a particularly aggressive cancer with a very dismal prognosis and is especially prevalent in Asia and Africa.[@b1-ijn-7-4135]--[@b3-ijn-7-4135] Curative surgical resection is the preferred treatment for HCC. Early detection of liver cancer and advances in surgical techniques have greatly improved short term survival for those diagnosed with HCC.[@b4-ijn-7-4135] However, at 5 years, the rate of postoperative recurrence is as high as 70%, which poses a major obstacle for a patient's long-term survival.[@b4-ijn-7-4135]--[@b6-ijn-7-4135] Subclinical metastases from the original tumor that occurred before surgery are the major causes of tumor recurrence and patient mortality from liver cancer.[@b4-ijn-7-4135],[@b5-ijn-7-4135] Most HCCs reoccur near the primary lesion soon after surgery; hence, large-scale liver resection and adjuvant chemotherapy would, in principle, be advantageous to the patient. However, severe cirrhosis in HCC patients often makes large-scale hepatic resection extremely risky.[@b4-ijn-7-4135] Chemotherapeutic drugs have a wide range of adverse side-effects and associated co-morbidities; one of these side-effects is hepatotoxicity, which poses a particular risk to HCC patients. In laboratory settings, the metastatic potential of malignant cells is best assayed in vivo by inoculation of the malignant cells into nude mice, followed by counting the number of metastatic foci in the lung.[@b7-ijn-7-4135]--[@b10-ijn-7-4135] The metastatic potential can also be assayed by a variety of widely used cell-level techniques, such as cell adhesion, migration, invasion, and angiogenesis.[@b7-ijn-7-4135] However, these methods are time-consuming, costly, and unsuitable for clinical application. There is no suitable method that is currently being used in clinical practice to reliably predict the therapeutic outcome of liver resection. Hence, a new rapid, cost-effective, and accurate prognostic method of invasion is needed.

The analysis of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) is emerging as a new frontier in medical diagnostics for a variety of diseases; among these diseases are cancers of the lung, breast, colon, prostate, and head-and-neck, as well as kidney disease and neurodegenerative diseases.[@b11-ijn-7-4135]--[@b25-ijn-7-4135] This approach is based on the emission of VOCs from the cell membranes that primarily consist of amphipathic phospholipids, carbohydrates, and many integral membrane proteins. The cell membranes of different cell types are distinct.[@b26-ijn-7-4135],[@b27-ijn-7-4135] Tumor growth and metastasis formation is accompanied by gene and/or protein changes, which lead to oxidative stress and peroxidation of the cell membrane species. This, in turn, causes the emanation of a characteristic mixture of VOCs.[@b28-ijn-7-4135]--[@b30-ijn-7-4135] Depending on whether a cell is normal or malignant, some of these VOCs appear in distinctively different mixture compositions.[@b11-ijn-7-4135],[@b13-ijn-7-4135],[@b22-ijn-7-4135],[@b23-ijn-7-4135] These VOCs can be detected directly from the headspace of the cells.

It has recently been shown that arrays of cross-reactive nanomaterial-based sensors can identify and separate several types of lung cancer with different histologies, based on the analysis of in-vitro headspace samples from cell lines,[@b13-ijn-7-4135] using pattern recognition methods. Liver cancer-related VOCs have been identified in exhaled breath,[@b31-ijn-7-4135] as well as in blood.[@b32-ijn-7-4135] In this pilot study, we have adapted the nanomaterial-sensor-technology for in-vitro differentiation between subtle differences in the VOC profiles of HCC cells with different potentials for metastasis formation. We have demonstrated the ability of the sensors to discriminate between HCC with normal cells, as well as between HCC cells with high and low metastatic potential. Complementary chemical analysis of the headspace samples identified several headspace VOCs that are able to distinguish between the studied cell types, which allows for the tracking of the different cells' metabolic pathways.

Materials and methods
=====================

Cell cultures and headspace sample collection
---------------------------------------------

Six cell lines (MHCC97-H; MHCC97-L; HepG2; SMMC-7721; BEL-7402; L-02) were obtained from the Liver Cancer Institute, Zhongshan Hospital (Shanghai, China).[@b8-ijn-7-4135],[@b9-ijn-7-4135],[@b33-ijn-7-4135]--[@b37-ijn-7-4135] MHCC97-H was used as a model for HCC cells with high metastatic potential (HCC-HMP);[@b8-ijn-7-4135],[@b9-ijn-7-4135],[@b33-ijn-7-4135],[@b37-ijn-7-4135] MHCC97-L, HepG2, SMMC-7721, and BEL-7402 were used as models for HCC cells with low metastatic potential (HCC-LMP).[@b8-ijn-7-4135],[@b9-ijn-7-4135],[@b33-ijn-7-4135]--[@b37-ijn-7-4135] The cell line model was obtained through in vivo clonal selection.[@b9-ijn-7-4135] [Table 1](#t1-ijn-7-4135){ref-type="table"} lists the rate of spontaneous pulmonary metastasis of recipient nude mice after inoculation (HCC-HMP: 100%; HCC-LMP: \<50%). All cell line replicas were validated less than 6 months prior to the experiment to ensure that they had not undergone additional mutations that would cause them to no longer reflect the properties (including the metastatic potential) of the cell they were derived from. In this study, we cultured the cell lines under the conditions suggested by the supplier in order to preserve their characteristics after in-vitro passages.[@b38-ijn-7-4135]

Comparative analysis of cell lines that differ in their metastatic potential could, in principle, lead to a distinction due to an unrelated property. Using multiple HCC-LMP cell lines reduces this possibility by simulating the natural diversity of cancer cells. In this research, the human immortalized hepatocyte cell line L-02 served as a model for normal cell activity. All cell lines were cultured in complete media (Dulbecco's modified eagle medium \[DMEM\] with 10% fetal bovine serum \[FBS\]) according to the manufacturer's instruction. Cell growth was conducted in 25 cm^2^ flasks (Nunclon) at 37°C in a 5% CO~2~ incubator. At 90% confluence, the cells were sub-cultured for six repetitions. A medium for the same incubation time and conditions, but without cells, served as a background control. The headspace samples were collected (in duplicates for GC-MS analysis and analysis with the sensors array) at 90% confluence from seeding, by connecting two parallel two-bed ORBO™ 420 Tenax^®^ TA sorption tubes for gas and vapor sampling (specially treated; 35/60 mesh; 100/50 mg; purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, China). Highly pure nitrogen (5N) was flown as carrier gas through the flask for 10 min at a constant rate of 50 mL/min to transfer the sample to the sorbent tubes. The maximal duration between sample collection and analysis was 2 months. In a separate experiment, we verified that the samples can be stored in the ORBO™ 420 Tenax^®^ TA sorption tubes for at least 6 months.

Study design
------------

The headspace analysis was comprised of the following four comparative studies: (i) all HCC cell cultures versus the normal control cell cultures; (ii) the HCC cell cultures with low metastatic potential (ie, spontaneous pulmonary metastasis in \<50% of nude mice) versus the normal controls; (iii) the HCC cell cultures with high metastatic potential (ie, spontaneous pulmonary metastasis in 100% of nude mice) versus the normal controls; and (iv) the HCC cell cultures with high metastatic potential versus the ones with low metastatic potential.

As described above, the samples were collected in duplicates from each cell line replica and were analyzed using two independent approaches: (i) chemical analysis with the aim to identify the headspace VOCs that show statistically different concentrations between the study groups, using gas-chromatography/mass-spectrometry (GC-MS; see GC-MS analysis of the headspace samples and GC-MS sections); (ii) analysis with an array of nanomaterial-based sensors, combined with a statistical pattern recognition algorithm (see Headspace analysis with the nanomaterial-based sensors and Sensor Array sections), with the aim of identifying specific patterns of HCC cells and metastatic potential.

GC-MS analysis of the headspace samples
---------------------------------------

The headspace VOCs were identified using a GCMS-QP2010 instrument (Shimadzu Corporation, Japan) with a SLB-5 ms capillary column (with 5% phenyl methyl siloxane; 30 m length; 0.25 mm internal diameter; 0.5 μm thicknesses; from Sigma-Aldrich), combined with a thermal desorption (TD) system (TD20; Shimadzu Corporation, Japan). The oven temperature profile was set as follows: (i) 35°C, 10 min; (ii) 4°C/min ramp until 150°C, (iii) 10°C/min ramp until 300°C; (iv) 300°C, 15 min. Prior to analysis, the Tenax material from the ORBO™ 420 Tenax^®^ TA sorption tubes (one of the two tubes per cell line replica) that had absorbed the headspace VOCs was transferred to pre-cleaned and preconditioned empty glass TD tubes (from Sigma-Aldrich) that were compatible with the TD system. The transfer was carried out in a glove box in a dry N~2~ atmosphere and at constant temperature (T = 21°C). The filled TD tubes were injected into the GC-system in splitless mode at 30 cm/sec constant linear speed and under 0.70 mL/min column flow. The TD temperature was set to 250°C. Contaminants of the Tenax sorbent material were identified through GC-MS analysis of pristine Tenax material from unused ORBO™ 420 Tenax^®^ TA sorption tubes.

The GC-MS chromatograms were analyzed using the GCMS post-run analysis program (GCMS solutions version 2.53SU1, Shimadzu Corporation), and the compounds were tentatively identified through spectral library match (Compounds library of the National Institute of Standards and Technology, Gaithersburg, MD 20899-1070 USA). The data were processed using the open source XCMS package version 1.22.1 for R environment (<http://metlin.scripps.edu/download/>), which provides m/z and retention times.

Headspace analysis with the nanomaterial-based sensors
------------------------------------------------------

In order to release the headspace VOCs, the Tenax sorbent material from the second ORBO™ 420 Tenax^®^ TA sorption tube per patient was heated at 270°C for 10 min in a pre-heated 750 mL stainless steel TD chamber. Pulses of the sample from the TD chamber were then delivered by a gas sampling system into a stainless steel test chamber that contained an array of cross-reactive nanomaterial-based sensors, which are described below. The test chamber was evacuated between exposures to release the VOCs that the sensors adsorbed. An Agilent multifunction switch 34980 was used to simultaneously measure the resistance of the sensors as a function of time. The sensors' baseline responses were recorded for 5 min in vacuum, followed by 5 min under headspace sample exposure, followed by another 5 min in vacuum. During analyte exposure and/or during the relaxation period, one or two sensing features were read out from the time-dependent resistance response of each sensor that was related to the area underneath the time-dependent resistance response.

The nanomaterial-based sensor array that was used to analyze the headspace samples contained cross-reactive, chemically diverse chemiresistors that were based on two types of nanomaterials: (i) organically stabilized spherical gold nanoparticles (GNPs, core diameter: 3--4 nm) and (ii) single walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) (see [Table 2](#t2-ijn-7-4135){ref-type="table"}). The chemical diversity of the sensors was achieved through eleven different organic functionalities (seven for the GNP sensors and four for the SWCNT sensors) that are listed in [Table 2](#t2-ijn-7-4135){ref-type="table"}.

The GNPs were synthesized as described in previous publications[@b11-ijn-7-4135],[@b20-ijn-7-4135] and were dispersed in chloroform. Chemiresistive layers with an electrical resistance of several MΩ were formed by drop-casting the solution onto semi-circular microelectronic transducers. The device was dried for 2 h at ambient temperature and then baked overnight at 50°C in a vacuum oven. The microelectronic transducers consisted of ten pairs of circular interdigitated (ID) gold electrodes on silicon with 300 nm thermal oxide (Silicon Quest International, Nevada, US) (see [Supplementary Figure S1](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}; available online). The outer diameter of the circular electrode area was 3 mm, and the gap between two adjacent electrodes and the width of each electrode was 20 microns. The chemiresistive GNP layers connected the electrodes and formed multiple conductive paths between them. In these films, the metallic cores provided the electric conductivity and the organic ligands of the GNPs provided cross-selective absorption sites for the headspace VOCs.[@b11-ijn-7-4135],[@b20-ijn-7-4135],[@b39-ijn-7-4135] In addition to their role as an adsorptive phase, the presence of well-defined organic spacers (ie, capping molecules) aided in controlling the inter-particle distance, and thereby, the inter-particle distances in the composite films. This, in turn, resulted in low signal-to-noise ratios.

The SWCNT sensors were based on electrically continuous random networks of SWCNTs that were formed by drop-casting a solution of SWCNTs (from ARRY International LTD, Germany; ∼30% metallic, ∼70% semiconducting, average diameter = 1.5 nm, length = 7 nm) in dimethylformamide (DMF, from Sigma Aldrich Ltd, \>98% purity) onto the prepared electrical transducers. After deposition, the devices were slowly dried overnight under ambient conditions to enhance the self-assembly of the SWCNTs and to evaporate the solvent. The procedure was repeated until a resistance of 100 KΩ to 10 MΩ was obtained. The microelectronic transducers for the SWCNT sensors consisted of ten pairs of 4.5 mm wide, interdigitated platinum electrodes on silicon with two microns of thermal oxide (Silicon Quest International, Nevada, US). The gap between the two adjacent electrodes was 100 microns wide. The SWCNT sensors were organically functionalized with cap-layers that were composed of one Hexabenzocoronene (HBC) derivative and three Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbon (PAH) derivatives.[@b40-ijn-7-4135]--[@b42-ijn-7-4135]

The GNP and SWCNT/PAH or SWCNT/HBC sensors used in this study responded rapidly and reversibly when exposed to typical headspace VOCs.[@b40-ijn-7-4135],[@b41-ijn-7-4135],[@b43-ijn-7-4135] Additionally, we have confirmed that they have a very low response to water.[@b11-ijn-7-4135],[@b40-ijn-7-4135]--[@b42-ijn-7-4135],[@b44-ijn-7-4135] This is an important feature, because, otherwise, a sensor's response to the high background humidity in the headspace could easily mask the signal to much lower concentrations of the headspace VOCs, which indicate disease.

Statistical analysis
--------------------

### GC-MS

Shapiro--Wilk tests were employed to test and reject the null hypothesis for normal distribution of the GC-MS data within the study groups. The VOCs showing significant differences between the study groups were determined from the GC-MS results, using the non-parametric Wilcoxon/Kruskal--Wallis test for populations whose data cannot be assumed to be normally distributed.[@b45-ijn-7-4135],[@b46-ijn-7-4135] In this study, no correction for multiple testing was employed. All statistical analysis of the GC-MS data was carried out using JMP, Version 9.0.0 (SAS Institute Inc, Cary, NC, USA, 1989--2005).

### Sensor array

Each sensor responded to all (or to a certain subset) of the headspace VOCs. Specific VOC patterns and predictive models for the studied cell types were derived from the sensor array output by applying discriminant factor analysis (DFA) as statistical pattern recognition algorithm for binary comparisons between the study groups.[@b47-ijn-7-4135] DFA is a linear, supervised pattern recognition method. The classes to be discriminated were defined before the analysis was performed. The DFA input variables were the features that were extracted from the sensors' responses (see section Headspace analysis with the nanomaterial-based sensors). The DFA algorithm determined the linear combinations of the input variables in such a way that the variance within each class was minimized and the variance between classes was maximized. By filtering out non-contributing sensors, DFA also served as a heuristic to select the sensing features that significantly contributed to the separation between the study groups. The reason for selecting a certain set of sensing features for a particular problem was based on their ability to discriminate between the various classification groups. The DFA output variables (ie, canonical variables) were obtained in mutually orthogonal dimensions; the first canonical variable, CV1, was the most powerful discriminating dimension. Thus, DFA effectively reduced the multidimensional experimental data. The clusters were distinguished through statistical treatment of the CV1 values.

The classification success rate of the binary comparisons was estimated through leave-one-out cross validation. For this purpose, DFA was computed using a training data set that excluded one test sample. After the DFA computation, the test sample was projected onto the CV1 axis that was calculated using the training set. Thereby, the test sample was "blinded" against the DFA model, so that its class affiliation was unknown. All possibilities of leaving out one sample were tested and the left out samples were classified as true positive (TP), true negative (TN), false positive (FP) and false negative (FN). Thus, given n measurements, the DFA model was computed n times using n-1 input vectors. The classification accuracy was estimated as the averaged performance over the n tests.

All statistical analysis was performed using JMP, Version 9.0.0 (SAS Institute Inc, Cary, NC, USA, 1989--2005).

Results
=======

Chemical analysis of the headspace cell lines
---------------------------------------------

Our GC-MS analysis identified over 500 different VOCs in each headspace sample. GC-MS analysis of pristine Tenax material from unused ORBO™ 420 Tenax^®^ TA sorption tubes identified methylene chloride, acetaldehyde, L-cysteine sulfonic acid, malonic acid, and naphthalene as possible contaminants of the Tenax sorbent material. These substances were disregarded in the subsequent comparative analysis. The VOCs with over 0.02% of the total amount detected by GC-MS (typically 300 per headspace sample) were further analyzed. We first tracked the 179 VOC that were present in \>80% of the samples. Shapiro--Wilk tests showed that the null hypothesis for normal distribution of the GC-MS data was not fulfilled for these VOCs. Therefore, non-parametric Wilcoxon/Kruskal--Wallis tests with a cut-off value of *P* = 0.05 were used for the comparative analysis of the GC-MS data, which identified a total of nine VOCs that were, on average, significantly elevated or reduced between the compared groups (see [Table 3](#t3-ijn-7-4135){ref-type="table"}). When compared to the normal cell cultures, only one compound (methanesulfonil chloride) was, on average, elevated in all HCC cells, irrespective of their metastatic potential. When separately comparing the two HCC cell subtypes (viz high and low metastatic potential) to the normal control cells, we identified three and one distinguishing VOCs that were either significantly elevated or reduced (see [Table 3](#t3-ijn-7-4135){ref-type="table"}). Furthermore, the level of 2,3 di-hydro-benzofuran differentiated very clearly between HCC-LMP and HCC-HMP (see [Table 3](#t3-ijn-7-4135){ref-type="table"}).

Identification of patterns for HCC and its metastatic potential using nanomaterial-based sensors
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The sensor-based pattern recognition of HCC and its metastatic potential was based on the observed subtle differences in the concentration of the headspace VOCs. However, the concentrations of many other headspace VOCs remained unaffected. Some sensors in the array were especially sensitive to the classes of distinguishing VOCs, thus adding to the discrimination between the groups; others were more sensitive to the VOCs that showed no systematic changes, and, hence, added mainly noise. As a result, the choice of the sensors from which the input features for the DFA models were obtained was crucial for achieving well-defined patterns. However, no a priori knowledge of the distinguishing VOCs was necessary, because DFA was applied as a heuristic approach to identify the best sensor-subset for the different applications. During the analysis, we took care to keep the number of DFA input parameters low enough to avoid over-fitting.

The first DFA model was based on all collected head-space samples in order to demonstrate the feasibility of the nanomaterial-based sensors for identifying HCC (see [Tables 1](#t1-ijn-7-4135){ref-type="table"} and [4](#t4-ijn-7-4135){ref-type="table"}). [Figure 1A](#f1-ijn-7-4135){ref-type="fig"} shows the DFA plot obtained from the responses of five sensors with different organic functionalities (see [Table 2](#t2-ijn-7-4135){ref-type="table"}). The 30 HCC samples and the six normal controls formed two well-separated clusters without overlap along CV1. Leave-one-out cross-validation yielded excellent classification success with only one false negative classification (ie, one HCC cell culture was falsely classified as normal, see [Table 4](#t4-ijn-7-4135){ref-type="table"}). The second DFA model was based on four sensors (see [Table 2](#t2-ijn-7-4135){ref-type="table"}) and was able to fully distinguish the 24 HCC-LMP from the six normal controls along CV1 (see [Figure 1B](#f1-ijn-7-4135){ref-type="fig"}). Once again, excellent classification success was achieved through cross-validation, with only one false negative classification (see [Table 4](#t4-ijn-7-4135){ref-type="table"}). [Figure 1C](#f1-ijn-7-4135){ref-type="fig"} shows the CV1 distribution of the third DFA model that was based on two sensors (see [Table 2](#t2-ijn-7-4135){ref-type="table"}) and distinguished between the six HCC-HMP cell cultures with high metastatic potential and the six normal controls, with 100% classification success (see [Table 4](#t4-ijn-7-4135){ref-type="table"}). The fourth DFA model (based on three sensors, see [Table 2](#t2-ijn-7-4135){ref-type="table"}) distinguished, also without overlap, between 24 HCC-LMP and six HCC-HMP cultures (see [Figure 1D](#f1-ijn-7-4135){ref-type="fig"}). [Table 4](#t4-ijn-7-4135){ref-type="table"} lists, in terms of sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy, the classification success of the cross-validation procedure for all four DFA models.

Discussion
==========

In-vitro studies versus in-vivo and clinical studies
----------------------------------------------------

This in-vitro pilot study has provided the first evidence of the existence of measurable VOC profiles of a tumor's metastatic potential. Studying the metabolic activity of isolated in-vitro cancer cells by analyzing their headspace VOCs avoids the organism's confounding factors (eg, variations in patient age, gender, lifestyle, medication, and other chronic diseases). Cell lines provide an abundant number of cells with similar characteristics, avoid variation between individuals, and bypass ethical issues associated with animal and human experiments. On the other hand, in-vitro studies may fail to replicate the precise cellular conditions, because they disregard the synergetic effect of cancer on the whole organism. Hence, these results, which are based on cell line studies, can only be considered as indicative, and their in-vivo translation will be far from trivial. Consequently, the translation to human samples that would provide useful data for clinical application might seriously differ from the cell lines data. Cancer specific VOCs can be excreted, for instance, through the exhaled breath via the respiratory system, which controls the gas exchange in the human body.[@b11-ijn-7-4135],[@b17-ijn-7-4135],[@b22-ijn-7-4135]--[@b25-ijn-7-4135],[@b48-ijn-7-4135] These easily (in-vivo) accessible breath VOCs could be products of the metabolic activity of the tumor itself. They could also be by-products of bacteria and necrotic reactions caused by local inflammation in the microenvironment of the tumor, or they could be partially re-emitted environmental toxins that were previously adsorbed to the body.[@b48-ijn-7-4135] In addition, systemic breath VOCs could be produced or consumed because of cancer-related changes elsewhere in the body, affecting the blood chemistry, and eventually being excreted via the respiratory system.[@b48-ijn-7-4135]

In particular, the metastatic potential of cancer cells is strongly related to the tumor's local environment and its interaction with the host. Cancer invasion and metastasis is the ultimate phenotype of complex interactions between the cancer cells and the host defense mechanism. The process of metastasis consists of selection and sequential steps that include angiogenesis, detachment, motility, invasion of the extracellular matrix, intravasation, circulation, adhesion, extravasation into the organ parenchyma, and growth.[@b7-ijn-7-4135],[@b49-ijn-7-4135] Hence, the potential for a tumor to have metastasis might not only be related to intrinsic factors of the tumor, but also to the capacity of the host to respond to and inhibit metastasis.

In this study, the cell lines' metastatic potential was defined by the rate of spontaneous pulmonary metastasis of recipient nude mice after inoculation: the HCC-HMP cell line caused lung metastasis in 100% of the inoculated animals, and the four HCC-LMP cell lines caused lung metastasis in less than 50% of nude mice. However, one should consider that a cell line's tumorigenicity in mice might not accurately predict metastasis formation in humans. Mouse models of human cancer pathogenesis have become a central part of research because laboratory mice provide the most experimentally accessible mammalian model -- one that shares organ systems, systemic physiology, and genes with humans.[@b50-ijn-7-4135],[@b51-ijn-7-4135] While there are many parallels between mouse and human carcinogenesis, there are also important differences in tumor pathogenesis and metastasis formation at the cellular and molecular levels.[@b50-ijn-7-4135],[@b51-ijn-7-4135] Hence, there are certain inherent limitations in the mouse models. The detected VOC signatures of the metastatic potential of tumor cells must ultimately be verified through studies in humans, either through studying the headspace of resected tumor tissue from patients, or through exhaled breath analysis.

VOC markers of HCC and its metastatic potential
-----------------------------------------------

During the comparative studies, four distinguishing VOCs were identified (see [Table 3](#t3-ijn-7-4135){ref-type="table"}). There were distinct VOC pro-files for the three study groups. Some of the distinguishing VOCs may have logical clinical explanations, and the origins of others are not yet fully understood. Note that the VOC identification is tentative and requires confirmation through GC-MS measurements of calibration standards.

On average, methane-sulfonyl chloride was elevated in all HCC cell lines, as compared to normal cell cultures. Indeed, sulphur-containing compounds are responsible for the characteristic odor in the breath of cirrhotic patients.[@b52-ijn-7-4135] The concentration of sulphur-containing compounds in the blood and breath of healthy subjects is very low. Impairment of the liver function is associated with incomplete metabolism of methionine in the transamination pathway, leading to increased levels of mercaptanes. These are then easily oxidized to their respective sulphides[@b53-ijn-7-4135] and can be directly observed in the headspace of the HCC cells.

Interestingly, the headspace differences were more pronounced when comparing HCC-HMP to the normal control cells than when comparing HCC-LMP to the normal control cells (see [Table 3](#t3-ijn-7-4135){ref-type="table"}). Apparently, the observed disparity in the headspace VOC profiles reflects discrepancies in the biochemical cellular processes of HCC cells with different metastatic potentials. Indeed, differential protein analysis of two of the hepatocellular carcinoma cell strains with different metastatic potentials that were used in this study (MHCC97-H and MHCC97-L) showed alterations in the levels of several proteins that are associated with tumor metastasis.[@b37-ijn-7-4135]

We observed that the level of ethanol in the headspace HCC-HMP cells was decreased when compared to normal cells, whereas the level of acetic acid was increased. The enzymes that are responsible for converting alcohols to aldehydes and aldehydes to carboxylic acid are alcohol dehydrogenases (ADH) and aldehyde dehydrogenases (ALDH), respectively. Overexpression of these enzymes would lead to the observed alteration in the VOC profiles. Indeed, researchers found that overexpression of ADH and ALDH is correlated with liver cancer stem cells that play an important role in the formation of local and distant metastasis.[@b54-ijn-7-4135] In contrast, the levels of ethanol and acetic acid were unaltered in the headspace of HCC-LMP, as compared to the normal cells.

2,3 dihydro-benzofuran levels were increased in HCC-HMP, as compared to normal control cells, but were decreased in HCC-LMP (see [Table 3](#t3-ijn-7-4135){ref-type="table"}). This trend was confirmed through the direct comparison of HCC-HMP and HCC-LMP, showing very clear distinction between the two sub-groups (*P* = 0.001, see [Table 3](#t3-ijn-7-4135){ref-type="table"}). Benzofuran derivatives can be absorbed from the environment. Food and drug regulatory agencies permit the use of limited levels of benzofuran in food containers and packaging. Chronic gavage exposure to 2,3-benzofuran was found to increase the frequency of tumors in several organs in rats and mice, but there is no evidence for carcinogenicity in humans.[@b55-ijn-7-4135] Recently, benzofuran derivatives have been evaluated for their cytotoxic potential against human cell lines, among them SMMC-7721, which was used in this study.[@b56-ijn-7-4135] These derivatives are now attracting interest as potentially effective chemopreventive or chemotherapeutic agents against malignant T-cells.[@b57-ijn-7-4135] The role of this substance in the development of metastasis is not yet clear and needs further clarification.

Patterns of HCC and its metastatic potential from nanomaterial-based sensors
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Dense, well-separated patterns of CV1 were obtained from all four comparative DFA models (see [Figure 1](#f1-ijn-7-4135){ref-type="fig"}). Cross-validation confirmed that the results were stable and reproducible with different sub-sets of the samples (see section sensor Array). All four models had absolute specificity without false positive misclassifications, and high sensitivity with one false negative misclassification at most. [Figure 1](#f1-ijn-7-4135){ref-type="fig"} shows that the clusters were most dense and their separation was most pronounced for the comparison between HCC-HMP and normal cells (see [Figure 1C](#f1-ijn-7-4135){ref-type="fig"}). The clusters spread and their separation decreased in the following order: HCC versus normal controls (see [Figure 1A](#f1-ijn-7-4135){ref-type="fig"}), HCC-HMP versus HCC-LMP (see [Figure 1D](#f1-ijn-7-4135){ref-type="fig"}), and HCC-LMP versus normal cells (see [Figure 1B](#f1-ijn-7-4135){ref-type="fig"}). This trend could reflect the assumed increase in metabolic activity, which would result in enhanced generation or consumption of headspace VOCs, from normal cells to HCC-LMP to HCC-HMP. This trend was indeed reflected in the observed VOC profiles, which showed statistically significant differences between normal cells and cells with high metastatic potential in 2,3 di-hydro-benzofuran, ethanol, and acetic acid, whereas the normal cells differed from cells with low metastatic potential only in the level of 2,3 di-hydro-benzofuran (see [Table 3](#t3-ijn-7-4135){ref-type="table"}). This discrepancy could be due to the fundamental differences between the two approaches. Note, however, that the sensors in this study were broadly cross-reactive and all sensors responded to (a large subset of) the headspace VOCs of interest.[@b40-ijn-7-4135],[@b44-ijn-7-4135],[@b58-ijn-7-4135] Hence, the signals to the VOC mixture in the headspace samples were additive, so that the overall signal of one sensor stemmed from a total ∼ppm amount of VOCs.[@b40-ijn-7-4135],[@b44-ijn-7-4135],[@b58-ijn-7-4135] Therefore, the sensors' responses would be less affected by noise than the detected (sub) ppb concentrations of the separate headspace VOCs in the GC-MS analysis, and could potentially yield more reliable results.

The presented DFA models could hold future potential for a fast, single-step laboratory test for the simultaneous determination of liver malignancy and its metastatic potential. Such a test could be used in combination with conventional diagnostic methods. In an envisioned future clinical setting, a tissue specimen could be taken during liver biopsy or resection. At which point, the headspace above the tissue sample could be collected and analyzed on-site using a portable device with the eight sensors that were employed to build the first and the fourth DFA models (see [Table 2](#t2-ijn-7-4135){ref-type="table"}). The first DFA model would determine whether the tissue sample contains cancer cells. In case of a positive result, the DFA model 4 could be applied immediately in order to determine the probability of metastasis formation. Treatment decisions could be made swiftly after liver biopsy, or even on-line during surgery. In these two models, the negligible possibility for false positive results would avoid unnecessary and potentially risky medical procedures and, thus, help to reduce patient mortality. A negative test result should be treated as complementary information for the conventional diagnostic tests, due to the possibility of false negative results in realistic settings. Note, however, that the estimated classification success and patterns stemmed from a small data set in this pilot study. A larger study that includes more (and more diverse) cell cultures is currently underway to confirm the obtained results and will be published elsewhere. It is reasonable to expect that the clusters for the larger sample size would be less defined and some overlap could occur. In turn, cluster separation could be improved again by further refining the choice of the sensors. The iterative improvement of the sensor set while expanding the sample size would eventually yield an optimized method.

Conclusion and possible future clinical relevance
-------------------------------------------------

We have delivered a proof-of-concept for the in-vitro identification of the scent print of HCC and its metastatic potential using nanomaterial-based sensors. Complementary chemical analysis tentatively identified several headspace VOCs that could be associated with liver-cancer-related biochemical processes, or with the accumulation of environmental toxins. The HCC scent print could, in principle, be utilized to predict metastasis and recurrence in a future laboratory test. While this pilot study cannot yet offer generalized conclusions forecasting a reliable use in diagnostics, it demonstrates the future potential for a fast prognostic assessment of metastasis. A future VOC-based laboratory test could complement conventional diagnostics after liver biopsy or liver resection, thus facilitating swift treatment decisions and patient follow-up, while helping to avoid unnecessary medical intervention. We expect that this approach is also viable for other types of cancer.

Following this proof-of-concept, a larger study that includes a higher number of more diverse cell cultures is underway to confirm the robustness of the VOC patterns. In particular, the further study will include several different HCC cell lines with high metastatic potential to match the number of cell lines with low potential for metastasis, as well as mixed cultures of healthy and HCC cells, in order to mimic physiological relevance by excluding a possible masking effect of the normal cells on the VOC signatures.
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Supplementary data
==================

###### 

Schematic representation of the GNP sensors used in this study (not drawn to scale).

**Note:** The left inset in the sensor's schematics shows a tunneling electron micrograph (TEM) of the GNPs in solution.

**Abbreviations:** GNP, gold nanoparticle; TEM, tunneling electron micrograph.

![The DFA models that discriminated between (**A**) HCC cells (including cells with high and low metastatic potential) and normal control cells; (**B**) HCC-LMP cells and normal control cells; (**C**) HCC-HMP cells and normal control cells; and (**D**) HCC-LMP and HCC-HMP cells. Every point represents one cell culture.\
**Note:** The sensors used for the four DFA models are listed in [Table 1](#t1-ijn-7-4135){ref-type="table"}.\
**Abbreviations:** DFA, discriminant factor analysis; HCC, hepatocellular carcinoma; HCC-LMP, hepatocellular carcinoma cells with low metastatic potential; HCC-HMP, hepatocellular carcinoma cells with high metastatic potential.](ijn-7-4135f1){#f1-ijn-7-4135}

###### 

Cell culture characteristics and spontaneous pulmonary metastasis of recipient nude mice after inoculation

  **Category**   **Cell line**   **Rate of spontaneous pulmonary metastasis**   **Reference**                                                           **Growth medium**
  -------------- --------------- ---------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------
  HCC-HMP        MHCC97-H        100% (10/10)                                   [@b8-ijn-7-4135],[@b9-ijn-7-4135],[@b33-ijn-7-4135],[@b37-ijn-7-4135]   DMEM with 10% FBS
  HCC-LMP        MHCC97-L        40% (4/10)                                     [@b8-ijn-7-4135],[@b9-ijn-7-4135],[@b33-ijn-7-4135],[@b37-ijn-7-4135]   
                 SMMC7721        33% (2/6)                                      [@b34-ijn-7-4135]                                                       
                 HepG2           0% (0/10)                                      [@b35-ijn-7-4135]                                                       
                 BEL-7402        10.4% (5/48)                                   [@b36-ijn-7-4135]                                                       
  Normal cells   L-02            n/a                                                                                                                    

**Notes:** All cell lines were sub-cultured for six repetitions, and two separate headspace samples were collected from each cell line repetition for GC-MS analysis and analysis with the sensors array.

**Abbreviations:** GC-MS, gas chromatography coupled with mass spectrometry; HCC-HMP, hepatocellular carcinoma cells with high metastatic potential; HCC-LMP, hepatocellular carcinoma cells with low metastatic potential; DMEM, Dulbecco's modified eagle medium; FBS, fetal bovine serum.

###### 

The organic functionalities of the nanomaterial-based sensors

  **Base material**                   **Organic functionality**   **DFA model no**                                  
  ----------------------------------- --------------------------- ------------------- -------------- -------------- ---------
                                                                  **Test group**                                    
                                                                  HCC                 HCC-LMP        HCC-HMP        HCC-HMP
                                                                  **Control group**                                 
                                                                  Normal cells        Normal cells   Normal cells   HCC-LMP
  GNPs                                Decanethiol                 X                                                 
  Octadecanethiol                                                                                    X              
  Tert-dodecanethiol                  X                                                                             
  2-Mercaptobenzimidazole                                                                            X              
  2-Naphthalenethiol                                              X                                  X              
  2-Ethylhexyl-3-mercaptopropionate   X                           X                                                 
  Benzylmercaptan                                                                     X                             
  SWCNTs                              HBC-C~6,2~                  X                                                 
  PAH-2                                                           X                                                 
  PAH-5                                                                               X                             
  PAH-7                               X                                                                             

**Abbreviations:** GNPs, gold nanoparticles; SWCNTs, single walled carbon nanotubes; PAH, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon; HBC, hexabenzocoronene; HCC, hepatocellular carcinoma; HCC-LMP, hepatocellular carcinoma cells with low metastatic potential; HCC-HMP, hepatocellular carcinoma cells with high metastatic potential.

###### 

Headspace VOCs that showed significant statistical differences between the study groups

  **Retention time \[min\]**   **m/z**   **Tentative name**          **Test group**                                                                                                                                    
  ---------------------------- --------- --------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------- -------------- -----------
                                                                     **Control group**                                                                                                                                 
                                                                     Normal cells                                                                                                        Normal cells   Normal cells   HCC-LMP
                                                                     ***P*-values[^1^](#tfn5-ijn-7-4135){ref-type="table-fn"} and trends[^2^](#tfn6-ijn-7-4135){ref-type="table-fn"}**                                 
  3.109                        79        Methane-sulfonyl chloride   0.05 (+)                                                                                                                                          
  35.117                       120       2,3 Di-hydro-benzofuran                                                                                                                         0.028 (−)      0.047 (+)      0.001 (+)
  2.550                        26        Ethanol                                                                                                                                                        0.047 (−)      
  3.650                        45        Acetic acid                                                                                                                                                    0.047 (+)      

**Notes:**

Calculated using the Wilcoxon non-parametric method.

(+): Increased in the test group, as compared to the control group; (−): decreased in the test group, as compared to the control group.

**Abbreviations:** HCC, hepatocellular carcinoma; HCC-LMP, hepatocellular carcinoma cells with low metastatic potential; HCC-HMP, hepatocellular carcinoma cells with high metastatic potential; VOCs, volatile organic compounds.

###### 

Statistical classification success, using DFA and cross validation.

  **Statistical Parameter**   **Test group**                
  --------------------------- ---------------- ------ ----- ------
  Accuracy (%)                97.2             96.7   100   96.7
  Sensitivity (%)             96.7             95.8   100   83.3
  Specificity (%)             100              100    100   100
  True Positives              29               23     6     5
  True Negatives              6                6      6     24
  False Positives             0                0      0     0
  False Negatives             1                1      0     1

[^1]: These authors have equal contribution to the manuscript
